Protecting your crops via Chemical and Organic foliar feed and weed control applications.

www.ivamfg.com
**Air-Ride Series, Trailer Sprayer**

This series offers a rugged welded frame finished with epoxy paint which provides extreme durability and ensures years of reliable use. Large wheel diameters and treads tires help reduce compaction and allow safe road transport up to 25mph, even when loaded with 30% liquid N. AirRide booms are unrivaled in performance and work well in rough conditions and high spraying speeds, assuring consistent applications time after time. Our stainless steel wet boom reduces chances of residue buildup. Hydraulic boom height can be adjusted from 26” to 73” right from the tractor seat to match varied crops and conditions. Accessories like the rinse system and chemical induction and clean and simple fill station boost operator productivity and safety. MicroTrak auto rate controls increase efficiency helping you apply the correct gallons per acre every time. The Topcon GPS sprayer control offers rate control and auto boom section control all from one monitor.
Air-Ride Series Trailer Sprayer Features

- 45ft to 60ft Air-Ride boom
- Total rinse system
- Richway foam markers
- 12v, or Auto rate spray controls
- Topcon guidance-control system
- Chemical induction
- Quad or single nozzle bodies
- 3/4 Stainless steel wet boom
- Field and road lights
- Ace 150 centrifugal PTO or hydraulic driven pump
- 90” boom lift and 280psi

(See produce price sheet)

Advanced Precision

Your crops need the right application at the right time. Iva’s advanced precision ensures you will apply accurately and effectively every time. AutoRate Control adjusts pressure to compensate for speed changes. AutoSection Control switches boom sections on and off as you cross previously sprayed areas, thus saving your valuable chemicals.

Microtrak Auto Rate Control
GPS Speed Sensor

Apply with Efficiency and Accuracy!
Hydraulic Fold Spring-Ride Sprayer

This series offers an economic hydraulic folding boom system that gives convenience and productivity for the mid-size operations. It is suspended with springs and gas shocks and features hydraulic leveling and winch height adjustment from 28” to 58”. It is mounted on 500 to 200 gallon frames, thus creating a reliable unit.
Hydraulic Fold Spring-Ride Sprayer Features

- 35ft to 45ft spring suspension boom
- Total rinse system
- Field and road lights
- Richway foam markers
- 12v, or auto rate spray controls
- Topcon guidance-control system
- Chemical induction
- Single nozzle bodies
- 3/4 EPDM hose plumbing
- Manual controls with adjustable mounting
- Ace 600 centrifugal PTO or hydraulic driven pump
- Hypro cast or stainless PTO coupled roller pump
- 90” boom lift and 280 psi (See produce price sheet)
Our manual folding boom system offers convenience and productivity for small size operations. It is suspended with ropes to ensure a smooth ride in bumpy conditions. Other features include:

- 45ft width features hydraulic leveling.
- U-bolt height adjustment from 20” to 50”.
- Durable 300 to 110 gallon mount frames.
200-300 Gallon, 11L Tires, 30 ft.

110-200 Gallon 3PT, 30 ft.
Who is Iva Manufacturing?

Iva is a family owned manufacturer of agricultural spray equipment. We are located in Lancaster Co. Pennsylvania in the middle of an aggressive farming community. Here, durable farm equipment is always needed. Iva Manufacturing was founded in 1990 in a farm shop and named for the small village of Iva where we were located. Our products are backed by a team of men who know the toils and pleasures of the farming way of life.

Our Mission Statement

• To focus on supplying our customers needs by developing equipment with safety, reliability and operator ease in mind.
• To build a reputation of superior customer care.
• To provide our employees and dealers with knowledge and authority to service our customers well.
• To be good stewards of the God given talents provided to this company by everyone involved.

Warranty Policy

Iva is not responsible for product damage resulting from accident, misuse, abuse, modifications to the original design, use other than the original intent or lack of reasonable care. Upon confirmation of defective product by Iva or an Iva dealer, Iva will repair or replace defective products without charge up to (1) year after original date of shipment/purchase. Iva will determine if it is responsible for labor costs and freight/delivery charges occurring from defective product. Iva shall not be responsible for any special incidental or consequential damages. Iva makes no warranties in respect to parts, accessories, or components not manufactured by Iva.

Certified Dealer

www.ivamfg.com